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Finding his fastball
Pitcher regains his mojo, Hawks sweep Spartans

Sports, 1B

Emissions drop 28% between
2010 and 2020, largely
thanks to cleaner and more
efficient energy use

By Brittney J. Miller, The Gazette

Greenhouse gas emissions
decreased around 28 percent in
Johnson County from 2010 to
2020, the first-ever countywide
greenhouse gas inventory
revealed. The new report can
serve as a baseline for further
reductions.

Some human activities re-
lease greenhouse gases — such
as carbon dioxide and meth-
ane — that rise into the atmo-
sphere and trap heat. They are
causing the climate to change
faster than ever before in
known history.

“They genuinely are a
threat to life on Earth,” said
Becky Soglin, the Johnson
County sustainability coor-
dinator and project co-lead.
“Because of those effects, we
want to be able to reduce the
emissions.”

The report has been in the
works for about a year. She
worked with staff from the
University of Northern Iowa
Center for Energy and Envi-
ronmental Education to com-
plete the inventory. First, they
collected data from different
sectors — like energy usage
and road travel. Then, they
calculated emission total from
the data. And they finished the

Johnson
County
reveals its
greenhouse
gas inventory

Cattle feedlot near Monona
can’t remove manure from
the site until new plan is OK’d

By Erin Jordan, The Gazette

A cattle feedlot near Mono-
na must submit a newmanure
plan to the state after a Polk
County judge overturned state
approval of the previous plan.

The Iowa Department of
Natural Resources told Su-
preme Beef owner Jared Walz
in a May 3 letter that because
of the April 28 ruling by Judge
Scott Rosenberg, the 11,600-
head cattle feedlot no longer
has an approved nutrient man-
agement plan.

“Please note that until an
NMP has been approved by
the DNR, nomanure can be re-
moved from the facility,” writes
Kelli Book, a DNR attorney.

Book asked Walz to submit a

Supreme Beef
must submit
new manure
plan after
court ruling

Video could show candidate
at speech they never gave

Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Com-
puter engineers and tech-
inclined political scientists
have warned for years that
cheap, powerful artificial
intelligence tools would soon
allow anyone to create fake
images, video and audio that
was realistic enough to fool
voters and perhaps sway an
election.

The synthetic images that
emerged were often crude,

unconvincing and costly to
produce, especially when
other kinds of misinforma-
tion were so inexpensive
and easy to spread on social
media. The threat posed by
AI and so-called deepfakes
always seemed a year or two
away.

No more.
Sophisticated genera-

tive AI tools can now create
cloned human voices and
hyper-realistic images, vid-
eos and audio in seconds, at
minimal cost. When strapped
to powerful social media
algorithms, this fake and
digitally created content can

spread far and fast and target
highly specific audiences,
potentially taking campaign
dirty tricks to a new low.

The implications for the
2024 campaigns and elections
are as large as they are trou-
bling: Generative AI cannot
only rapidly produce target-
ed campaign emails, texts or
videos, it also could be used
to mislead voters, imperson-
ate candidates and under-
mine elections on a scale and
at a speed not yet seen.

“We’re not prepared for
this,” warned A.J. Nash, vice
president of intelligence at
the cybersecurity firm Ze-

roFox. “To me, the big leap
forward is the audio and
video capabilities that have
emerged. When you can do
that on a large scale, and dis-
tribute it on social platforms,
well, it’s going to have a ma-
jor impact.”

AI experts can quickly rat-
tle off a number of alarming
scenarios in which genera-
tive AI is used to create syn-
thetic media for the purposes
of confusing voters, slander-
ing a candidate or even incit-
ing violence.

Here are a few: Automated

Artificial intelligence presents political
peril with potential to mislead voters

But that doesn’t stop Iowa
Republican voters from
speaking their minds and
shedding light on 2024 race
By Erin Murphy and Tom Barton,
Gazette Des Moines Bureau

The mano a mano showdown in
Iowa between Donald Trump and
Ron DeSantis failed to materialize.

And yet the weekend still pro-
vided some illumination on the state
of the Republican presidential pri-
mary campaign in Iowa.

This was to be the weekend when
both Trump and DeSantis — the
former president and the current
governor of Florida, the perceived
and polling front-runners in the
2024 campaign to be the Republican
Party’s presidential candidate —
were to attend competing campaign
events in Iowa on the same day.

Tornado warnings in central
Iowa, however, dashed the split-
screen moment of the leading presi-
dential prospects courting Repub-
lican voters in the proving ground
state ahead of Iowa’s first-in-the-
nation caucuses.

Trump canceled his planned
outdoor rally for Saturday evening
in Des Moines, citing warnings of
potential severe weather, including
significant rain and winds reaching
70 mph— neither of which materi-
alized.

DeSantis had no such issues: He
attended two previously announced
events — a fundraiser for Repub-
lican U.S. Rep. Randy Feenstra in
Sioux Center on Saturday morning,
then a fundraiser in Cedar Rapids
in the evening — before finishing
a long Saturday with an unan-
nounced event in downtown Des
Moines not far from where Trump
had planned his rally.

But while the expected showdown
of simultaneous campaigning did no
materialize, the weekend still shed
some light on how Iowa Republican

DeSantis-Trump duel
fails to materialize

ABOVE: Gov. Ron DeSantis R-Fla.,
greets supporters following a campaign
event Saturday at The Hotel at Kirkwood
Center in southwest in Cedar Rapids. He
attended a fundraiser in western Iowa for
U.S. Rep. Randy Feenstra in the morning
and attended an unannounced event in
the evening in Des Moines not far from
where Donald Trump had planned his
rally. (Nick Rohlman/The Gazette)

LEFT: Workers take down decorations as
they dismantle an event where former
President Donald Trump was expected
to speak at a campaign rally Saturday in
Des Moines. The campaign canceled the
rally due to forecasts of severe weather.
(Associated Press)

When Trump cancels Iowa appearance on
Saturday due to threat of severe weather,
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